The result of comparing a video analysis data by maps and the experimenter`s manual scoring. The X-Y coordinate of two free-moving mice in a chamber were obtained for 10 minutes, and calculated in locomotor activity (e) for ID1(left) and ID2 (right), and inter-individual distance (f) as the mean of 1-min bins.
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Huddle with anyone Not Huddle (Alone) Heat maps of "huddling behaviour" status on the Day1 (30 min-bin) in the GH-and SI-only housing condition.
(a) A heat map showing "huddling behaviour" status of each mice pair. An orange cell; the 30 min-bin that the mice pair exhibited "huddling behaviour" , and a blue cell; the 30 min-bin that the mice pair did not exhibited "huddling behaviour" . (b) A heat map showing huddling with anyone, or alone for each mouse. An orange cell; the 30 min-bin that the mouse exhibited "huddling behaviour" with anyone, and a blue cell; the 30 min-bin that the mouse did not exhibited "huddling behaviour" (= alone).
Supplementary Figure 2
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